The value is not in the data, but in the insights.

More info on europe.thermoking.com
BENEFITS

Improved asset security and utilization
With visibility of door lock status and door opening, your operators can monitor actions at unplanned stop locations and reduce unauthorized usage of trailers.

Increased cargo protection and liability management
With easy access to information related to door opening events, you can help to prevent theft. Moreover, you can reduce the risk of drivers being mistakenly held responsible for fraud or theft.

Increase cargo protection and better dispatcher response time
Real time visibility on door activities, help dispatchers to prevent interruptions of the cooling chain. Remotely, your dispatcher can lock and unlock the trailer doors.

For more information about WABCO OptiLock’s ordering or installation process, please contact an authorized WABCO Service Partner.

For more information about the integration between TracKing and WABCO OptiLock, please contact your local dealer.